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SMAI J. COMPUT. MATH. runs OJS to manage the Editorial Process. We
consider very important to make use properly of the managing system: it will
permit us to track the editorial process, to manage it in the more convenient way
(answer to complaints, re-route papers, take decisions...). The necessity to set up
the standards and policies of the journal on a right basis has motivated certain
choices in the process detailed below. Further details on OJS can be found in the
on-line documentation provided by PKP1.

In OJS there are several roles attributed to the users. For the present purpose, it
is important to distinguish:

• Editors who are actually the Editors in Chief of the journal (aka Doug N.
Arnold and Thierry Goudon).

1http://pkp.sfu.ca/wiki/index.php?title=OJS Documentation
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• Section Editors who are the “Associate Editors” of the journal.

There are other roles like the Journal Manager who can change several aspects
of the set up of the website, Reviewers, Authors, etc. A given user might have
several roles in OJS: the appropriate role has to be chosen when connecting to
the system, and it can be changed during a given session. Roughly speaking the
difference between “Editors” and “Section Editors” summarizes as follows. At any
time the Editors can access to all the information on all the papers submitted to
the journal. They can act on the editorial process of all the papers as well (assign
referees, notify decision, etc). The Section Editors have only access to the portfolio
of the papers that have been assigned to them by the EiC2. In the editorial process
of SMAI J. COMPUT. MATH. Section Editors are in charge of the evaluation
process: they select referees, collect reports and make a recommendation. Section
Editors are not supposed to interact with the authors (even if it remains
technically possible through the website). EiCs finalize the decision and let it
know to the authors. To this end, as it is described below, we will try to manage
a certain collegial procedure.

1 A new paper is submitted on the website

An automated message is sent to the corresponding author
From: thierry.goudon@Inria.fr

Subject : [SMAI-JCM] Submission Acknowledgement $authorName

Thank you for submitting the manuscript $articleTitle to SMAI Journal of
Computational Mathematics. With the online journal management system that
we are using, you will be able to track its progress through the editorial process by
logging in to the journal web site:
Manuscript URL:
https://ojs.math.cnrs.fr/index.php/SMAI-JCM/author/submission/249

Username: xxxx

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thank you for considering this
journal as a venue for your work.
Thierry Goudon
SMAI Journal of Computational Mathematics

Simultaneously, another automated message is sent to the EiCs:
You have a new notification from Open Journal Systems by Mathrice: A new
article, ”$articleTitle”, has been submitted.

2In particular they do not have access to the papers they have authored!
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Link: https://ojs.math.cnrs.fr/index.php/SMAI-JCM/author/submission/249

One of the EiC (depending on scientific expertise, taste, availablity, etc) has a
quick look at the paper. There are two options:

a) The paper is rejected outright. A kind rejection message is sent to the author,
like this one

From: address of the EiC

Subject : [SMAI-JCM] ...

Dear $authorName:

An initial review of $articleTitle has made it clear that this submission
does not fit within the scope and focus of $journalName. I recommend that
you consult the aims and scopes of this journal to learn more about the work
that we publish. You might also consider submitting this manuscript to an-
other, more suitable journal.

$editorialContactSignature

b) The paper deserves a further evaluation.

For what follows, we assume that we are in case b).

2 A Section Editor is selected by the EiC to be

in charge of the submitted paper

The EiC assignes the paper to a Section Editor. The Section Editor receives the
following message:
From: address of the EiC

Subject: [SMAI-JCM] Editorial Assignment

Dear $editorialContactName:
The paper ”$articleTitle,” submitted to $journalName has been assigned to you
as the Editor in charge.
Please select and assign reviewers as soon as possible for this manuscript, and pay
attention to obtain reports in due time.
Submission URL: $submissionUrl Username: $editorUsername

Thank you, $editorialContactSignature

From now on, the EiC and the Section Editor in charge can see the paper and all
the related correspondence, see Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: The screen of the Section Editor.
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The Section Editor has a more detailed look at the paper (it is very likely that he
has a better experience on the subject than the EiC). Again there are two options:

a) Based on his experience, the Section Editor thinks that the paper should be
rejected. He makes the corresponding recommendation to the EiC.

b) The paper deserves to be further evaluated.

For what follows, we assume that we are in case b).

The Section Editor assigns referees, see Fig. 2 and 3. We consider that having
two reports is fair. If a reviewer is not already in the journal database, the Section
Editor has to open a new entry: see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4; only a few items are
necessary (name, email). We have decided to work with the ”One-Click Option”:
the reviewer receives a link where he will have full access to the paper. There
exists a prepared email for contacting referees, see Fig. 5 to know how to contact
the selected reviewer.
From: address of the Editor

Dear $reviewerName:
The manuscript ”$ articleTitle” has been submitted to the SMAI J. of Com-
putational Mathematics.
I think you will find this paper interesting and I hope you will be willing to serve
as a referee.
Please log into the Submission URL: $ submissionReviewUrl by $ weekLaterDate

to notify whether you will undertake the review or not, as well as to access the sub-
mission (look at Review Steps #3) and to record your review and recommendation.
The review itself is due $ reviewDueDate.
You will find Guidelines at the URL

https://ojs.math.cnrs.fr/index.php/SMAI-JCM/about/editorialPolicies#custom-2

Please keep in mind that SMAI-JCM exercises very high standards. It is not
sufficient for acceptance that a paper presents new and correct results. The paper
must excite your enthusiasm both on mathematical grounds and for their potential
applications.
Thank you for considering this request.
$ editorialContactSignature

———————–
$ articleTitle

$ abstractTermIfEnabled

$ articleAbstract

Dates, URLs, Title and Abstract are incorporated automatically to the message.
The Section Editor can adapt/modifiy/personnalize the message as he wishes. He
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Figure 2: The screen of the Section Editor: history of a paper

is also free to attach directly the paper to the e-mail. The Editor has to pay at-
tention to obtain reports in due time: being reactive and guaranteeing a fair and
prompt evaluation will definitely be an asset for the journal.

It is important to note that the reviewers are not contacted automatically by the
system at the beginning of a second round for a given paper. Also, the Associate
Editor has to use ”request” to contact them if needed. Observe that each paper
has a “History tab” archiving all e-mails and actions: it has the advantage of
making useless parallel e-mail managing and to keep track efficiently of the editorial
process.
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Figure 3: The screen of the Section Editor: assigning a reviewer or creating a new
reviewer

Figure 4: The screen of the Section Editor: creating a new reviewer
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Figure 5: The screen of the Section Editor: referee request

Figure 6: The screen of the Section Editor: history of a paper and access to reports

3 Reports are back and the Section Editor makes

a recommendation

The reviewer sends his report: either he uploads the report on the website, or he
sends it by e-mail to the Section Editor in charge, who then will have to upload
the material himself (by using “Upload review” and ”recommendation”) on behalf
the reviewer.

Based on the reports, see Fig. 6, the Section Editor makes a recommendation.
Be careful: the website offers the opportunity to let the author know
his recommendation. DO NOT use this, see Fig 7. A notification message
is sent to the EiC.

Several cases are possible:

i) The recommendation is to publish the paper as such

ii) Minor modifications are suggested

iii) The paper could be interesting but, at least, a revision is necessary

iv) The recommendation is to reject the paper.
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Figure 7: The screen of the Section Editor: history of a paper, decision

Figure 8: The screen of the Section Editor: discussion on a paper

It is very important to make a clear distinction between ii) and iii). In any doubt,
select iii).

4 The Editorial Board finalizes the decision

Depending on the reports and recommendation form the Section Editor, the EiC
either decides immediately or he assigns a few Editors to have a quick look at the
paper and the reports. Then, they also make their own recommendation and a
brief and gentle debate can be activated. Unfortunatety, OJS is not well configured
for that purpose. It turns our that the most convenient way would be to use the
email icon as shown in Fig. 8.

Finally the EiC decides whether the paper is to be published, rejected or revised.
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In the latter case, a distinction has to be made between papers subject to “minor
revisions” and papers subject to “substantial revisions” that will require a further
screening. Messages are sent to the author accordingly. Again the prepared emails
can be adapted and customized as it could be necessary.

Substantial revisions required:
Dear $authorName:
We regret to inform you that we do not find your article ”$articleTitle” suitable,
in its present form, for publication in $journalTitle.
This decision is motivated by reasons outlined in the referee reports. We are willing,
however, to consider a substantially revised version of the article that addresses the
critical remarks made by the referees.
If you choose to submit a revision, please upload the revision to the website of the
journal.
You will need to upload at the same time a PDF file with a detailed description of
the changes. Please make sure to address all the concerns of the referees. In order
to retain the original submission date and manuscript number, your revised article
must be received within four months. If you would like to withdraw the article,
please let me know by e-mail as soon as possible.
$editorialContactSignature

Minor revisions:
Subject: [SMAI-JCM] Editor Decision

Dear $authorName:
In view of the comments made by the referees, your article ”$articleTitle” looks
suitable for publication in $journalTitle.
The reports however indicate several points that need to be considered in order to
prepare a final version of the paper.
You are invited to address these issues carefully. Then, you will be able to login
into the journal website $submissionReviewUrl to provide the files necessary for
the production of your manuscript. You will need to upload at the same time a
PDF file with a detailed description of the changes.
$editorialContactSignature

Rejection:
Dear $authorName:
In view of the comments made by the referees, we regret to inform you that
we have decided that we are unable to publish your work ”$articleTitle” in
$journalTitle.
For your information, reports are available on the website of the journal; you are
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invited to consult them.
$editorialContactSignature

Acceptance:
Dear $authorName:
On behalf the Editorial Board of $journalTitle, I am pleased to inform you that
your submission ”$articleTitle” has been accepted for publication.
You are invited to login into the journal website $submissionReviewUrl to consult
the reports and to provide the files necessary for the production of your manuscript.
$editorialContactSignature
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